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Terms 
AWS – Amazon Web Services 
B2B – Business to Business 
B2C – Business to Consumer 
BSS – Business Support System 
CLI - Command-Line Interface 
Elastic Stack - Group of services: Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana 
EPEL - Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux 
GUI – Graphical User Interface 
KVM - Kernel-based Virtual Machine 
OL – Oracle Linux 
RAM – Random Access Memory 
RHEL – RedHat Enterprise Linux  
SSH - Secure Shell 
URL – Uniform Resource Locator 
vCPU – Virtual Processing Unit  
YAML - YAML Ain’t Markup Language 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Without an automated logging solution logs only exist on the machines themselves 
and can be hard to browse efficiently. The proposed solution had to have centralized 
log storage and convenient log discovery. Log formatting is important as well when 
handling different types of data. 
Manual deployments are not enough when working in a large scale with multiple dif-
ferent environments. Automated deployments provide extra value compared to 
manual deployments as they are very easily replicable and multicable. Creating a sin-
gle automation script once can easily replace hundreds of manual steps down the 
line, for example in different customer deliveries.  
Log events generated by software are often very valuable, as they can contain im-
portant data about application behavior and audit events. Log collection is extremely 
important in multiple industries such as banking for legal reasons. Phones, comput-
ers and other electronic devices collect logs to verify events, fix errors and detect se-
curity breaches. The information derived from log events is crucial in debugging is-
sues during development in internal environments or during production in customer 
environments. 
Using Docker makes it possible to deploy this solution to most Linux-based environ-
ments without any additional configuration. Having the dependencies included in the 
container images themselves lessens the amount of needed dependencies that must 
be installed during the software installation. 
The Elastic Stack is a very popular collection of open-source software, commonly 
used in similar projects. The choice to use the Elastic Stack was already made for the 
author, so no research was done towards other solution as the Elastic Stack provided 
all the necessary features. 
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1.2 Assigner 
The thesis was assigned by Qvantel Finland Oy during the author’s practical training. 
Qvantel is a privately held, global IT company with over 850 employees with offices 
in Finland, Sweden, Estonia, India, Italy, Spain and USA, and its headquarters in Hel-
sinki, Finland. Qvantel is listed on London Stock Exchange’s 1,000 Companies to In-
spire Europe 2017. Qvantel was founded in 1995, with roots in the pre-internet era in 
Finland. It was founded as Starnet Systems, and it focused on Public Switch Tele-
phone Network (PSTN) billing software for Scandinavian teleoperators. The CEO as of 
2 April 2020 is Jean-Marc Lazzari. (Qvantel n.d.) 
Qvantel provides its customers a full Business Support System (BSS) stack, which sup-
ports their business and makes their life easier via automated fulfillment process and 
catalogue driven order orchestration. Qvantel provides solutions to both B2C and 
B2B clients across the world. (Qvantel n.d.) 
1.3 Requirements and goals set by Qvantel 
The goal for this assignment was to develop a logging solution for Qvantel customer 
environments and Qvantel internal environments. All the used software components 
were already in use by Qvantel; hence no research was conducted towards other 
software solutions. The following features were required from the solution: 
1. collect application logs from Docker containers and audit logs from the operating 
system 
2. fully automated installation of the entire solution using Ansible 
3. important configuration must be modifiable with environment files or automatically 
generated 
 
The most important goal was to collect logs from Qvantel applications, which run in 
Docker containers. Audit logs from the operating system also had to be collected due 
to security requirements. The extra value comes from less time spent looking for the 
logs and having redundancy due to the database setup.  
The Elastic Stack had to be used due to Qvantel already having it in use in some envi-
ronments prior to this project and they had decided on its usage across the company. 
The Elastic Stack met all the requirements that were set for this project, so using it 
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was not an issue. Having the whole stack in Docker containers meant that the instal-
lation was straightforward across multiple different environments and managing 
them was easier.  
The solution would have to be automated, fast and easy to install and easily customi-
zable due to the number of different environments this solution would have to be in-
stalled in. Fast and simple configuration was important, as the environments would 
differ from each other. All the automation was done with Ansible, as it was chosen as 
the automation software for this project by Qvantel. 
Dockerizing components were adopted in Qvantel as a goal that all software solu-
tions should aim at due to their easier management, disconnection from operating 
systems and other dependencies. The solution would also have to be production 
ready, and ready to be used in real customer environments as Qvantel already had 
made agreements about providing this kind of solution to customers. 
Lastly, it was required that no confidential information was to be included in this the-
sis from Qvantel’s internal sources or external sources i.e. customers. Confidential in-
formation such as personal details, phone numbers and addresses were omitted 
from the data if they were present. 
2 Theory 
2.1 On-prem, IaaS, PaaS & SaaS 
Different models of cloud computing consist of Infrastructure as a Service, Platform 
as a Service and Software as a Service. In addition to those, on-premise solutions are 
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also included. Each of those terms explained in simpler terms can be found from Fig-
ure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Pizza as a Service (Kerrison 2017) 
 
The on-premises solution does not include any services from outside sources, mean-
ing that everything from hardware to software is managed independently. The ex-
pertise and cost required to set up an on-prem solution due to reasons mentioned 
earlier is very high. The on-premises solution is the least approachable and has the 
highest requirements to set up. Compared to solutions that offer some of the parts 
as a service, on-premises solutions are less flexible and scalable. 
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) offers cloud-based alternatives to on-premise infra-
structure. IaaS platforms are flexible and scalable, as well as accessible by multiple 
users. IaaS platforms can also help cut down costs, as maintaining on-site IT infra-
structure can be costly and labor-intensive. (Hou 2020) 
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Platforms as a Service (PaaS) are built on virtualization technology. PaaS vendors pro-
vide hardware and software tools to their users, who are often developers. PaaS 
platforms cut down a lot of time, as developers do not need to start from scratch 
every time. PaaS platforms are scalable and do not require extensive system admin-
istration knowledge. (Hou 2020) 
Software as a Service (SaaS) platforms provide software online, removing the need to 
install and run applications on the user’s computer. SaaS platforms often operate on 
monthly subscription fees, and usually include maintenance, compliance and security 
services. Running these supporting services using on-premise software can be time-
consuming and expensive. SaaS providers also offer ready-made solutions ranging 
from simple to more complex, depending on the organization’s needs. (Hou 2020) 
2.2 Logs 
Log events are created by defined actions that take place on the machine. Each log 
event contains fields and values for the event that took place. Log events document 
when an event or a change occurred, what occurred, why it occurred and who 
caused the occurrence. Without appropriate logging, root causes of issues can be 
harder to track down and fixing the errors can be harder. In most cases, verifying au-
thenticity of information is an important part of a functioning logging system, espe-
cially when dealing with sensitive data such as personal information. Logs are re-
tained for predefined time, in some cases due to legal reasons. (Lokien keräys ja 
käyttö: ohje lokitietojen tallentamiseen ja hyödyntämiseen [Log collection and usage: 
guide on storing and using logs] 2016, 2-3). 
There are multiple different types of logs, with each of them with their own format, 
use case and need.  Logs can be classified into six different categories based on their 
format, use case and utilization: maintenance log, event log, change log, error log, 
communication log and owner’s log. (Lokien keräys ja käyttö: ohje lokitietojen tallen-
tamiseen ja hyödyntämiseen [Log collection and usage: guide on storing and using 
logs] 2016, 2-3). 
The logs this thesis mainly focuses on are event logs and error logs. The event logs 
are the most common and most needed type of log. Event logs gather information 
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about normal events that occur in the system, such as logins and logouts. The error 
logs provide information related to defects or issues that might occur in the system. 
They are crucial in finding and debugging issues faster and more reliably. (Näin keräät 
ja käytät lokitietoja [How to collect and use logs]). 
The handling of the logs must be based on law. The laws regulate the contents of the 
logs, the amount of time they are stored, the integrity of the contents, as well as how 
the logs are used. The different log types have different sets of requirements that 
they must follow. (Näin keräät ja käytät lokitietoja [How to collect and use logs]). 
Figure 2 shows see an example log file of Crontab being edited by root. The log event 
starts with the timestamp that records the time the event occurred, then infor-
mation about what process was called, next about who made the call and finally a 
description of the event so all the necessary information is present. 
 
Figure 2. Example log (What are Linux Logs? Code Examples, Tutorials & More 2017) 
 
These types of logs can be cross-referenced with events from other sources, such as 
applications and draw conclusions based on those. For example, if there are any is-
sues with the software that is being executed from the crontab file, this log event 
provides extremely beneficial information.  
It is possible to create visualizations out of these types of logs to make monitoring 
the system more convenient. A simple graph showing the number of logs over a pre-
determined amount of time can show critical errors in the system, for example if the 
number of logs suddenly doubles or the logs stop coming to the system completely. 
The most common and easiest way to store logs is to save them into a file. Most logs 
are written to log files by default; hence, no additional setup is needed. Saving the 
logs into a database can provide additional security, as providing redundancy can be 
important in some cases. 
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2.3 IT automation 
IT automation can be defined as use of software to create repeatable instructions 
and processes. Automation software works within the confines of those predeter-
mined instructions, reducing the amount of human interaction necessary or even re-
placing it completely. IT automation is considered vital in the modern digital transfor-
mation. (What’s IT automation? N.d.) 
IT automation can be a powerful tool for scaling a business and cutting costs signifi-
cantly. Automation also allows the IT staff to focus more on the strategic work. Bene-
fits of automation include savings on both cost and time required to manage the op-
erations. (What is IT Automation? N.d.) 
However, automation also has its own challenges and risks. Although it can cut down 
the costs in the long run, it can also require a significant upfront investment in the 
purchase the of the software necessary and in time to get the automation up and 
running. It is therefore important to evaluate which tasks are worth automating and 
which are not. It is also crucial to note that while automation does lower the risk of 
human error, the speed and power of automation also means that any error occur-
ring in the automated system can cause more significant damage. Consequently, the 
importance of proper setup and testing increases. Lastly, automated processes tend 
to be built for a specific, narrow purpose, which makes them very inflexible. (What is 
IT Automation? N.d.) 
At least some level of automation can be applied to most IT tasks. Different use cases 
include network automation, infrastructure, cloud provisioning and standard operat-
ing environments (SOEs), as well as containers, methodologies, security, testing and 
monitoring. A fully efficient set of automated, essential tasks and capabilities is criti-
cal in successful application deployments, especially during the testing phases. Auto-
mation helps the user to move from commit and build to testing and deployment 
faster and more reliably. This improves efficiency and also reduces the chance of hu-
man errors. (What’s IT automation? N.d.) 
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2.4 Docker containers 
According to Docker (What is a container? N.d.), 
a container is a standard unit of software that packages up code and all 
its dependencies, so the application runs quickly and reliably from one 
computing environment to another. A Docker container image is a light-
weight, standalone, executable package of software that includes every-
thing needed to run an application: code, runtime, system tools, system 
libraries and settings. Container images become containers at runtime 
and in the case of Docker containers - images become containers when 
they run on Docker Engine. 
Flow of Docker container builds can be seen in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Docker container builds (Docker overview, n.d.) 
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The container architecture can be seen in Figure 4.
 
Figure 4. Container architecture (What is a container? N.d.) 
 
2.5 Elastic Stack 
Elastic Stack is a software stack provided by Elastic. In this project, it is used for log 
collection, storage, formatting, filtering and visualization. Filebeat and Auditbeat are 
the specific Beats used in this project, although other Beats are also available for 
tasks such as collecting metric data and network data. The structure of Elastic Stack 
can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The Elastic Stack (Elastic Stack: Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana. n.d.) 
 
3 Solution architecture and used technologies 
3.1 Application orchestration overview 
The solution deployed to orchestrate the application which would generate the logs 
is described in Figure 6. The user deploys an application to Marathon via an API or 
the GUI, which then sends a message to the Mesos master to start the application 
with the specifications that the user has defined. Mesos master then checks the 
mesos-slave nodes for available resources and deploys the application to a node with 
the available resources. The application is then registered to Consul via Registrator, 
and it can be reached with a hostname instead of the IP address of the node. The 
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hostname of each application is {application_name}.service.consul. The specific com-
ponents and their setups are described in more detail in the next chapters. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Orchestration overview 
 
3.2 Logging solution overview 
Figure 7. describes the whole pipeline that a single log event goes through is de-
scribed. The log event can come from application, or from an operating system 
event. Auditbeat writes the audit logs into a file, which Filebeat then sends to 
Logstash for filtering and formatting. The applications running on top of the orches-
tration automatically write the logs into files, which Filebeat is prospecting. The logs 
are then sent to Logstash for application specific filtering and formatting, after which  
Logstash then sends the logs to Elasticsearch and checks the tags to specify the index 
where they should be sent to. The logs can then be viewed from Kibana, which is the 
GUI for Elasticsearch. 
Using the Elastic Stack was set as a requirement to this project; hence it was used 
without doing any research towards other solutions that could have been used. Hav-
ing the Elastic Stack in containers was also a requirement; hence they were set up in 
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containers. The official Elastic open-source images are used for this solution. The spe-
cific components and their setups are described in more detail in the next chapters. 
 
Figure 7. Logging system architecture 
 
3.3 Libvirt and Virsh 
Libvirt is collection of software for managing virtual machines and other virtualiza-
tion functionality. These software pieces include a long-term stable C API, a daemon 
(libvirtd), and a command line utility (virsh). Libvirt is free software available under 
the GNU Lesser General Public License. (Libvirt n.d.) 
Virsh guest domains are virtual machines managed by the main interface of Virsh 
program. It can be used to create, pause, and shutdown domains, as well as to list 
current domains.  Virsh(1): Management User Interface n.d.)  
In this project, Virsh is used as the management tool for the virtual machines. The 
virtual machines used for developing and testing this project are created and man-
aged with Virsh. The ease of recreating the virtual machines allowed for simple test-
ing of the deployments. 
3.4 Oracle Linux 
Oracle Linux is an enterprise-class Linux distribution supported by Oracle and built 
from source packages for Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). Oracle Linux includes a 
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Linux kernel called "Oracle Unbreakable Kernel", as well as a tight integration with 
Oracle's hardware and software products including most database applications. The 
“zero downtime patching” feature enables administrators to update the kernel with-
out a reboot. (Distribution Release: Oracle Linux 7.5 2018) 
Oracle Linux was chosen as the operating system running on the virtual machines, as 
it is very commonly used in internal and customer environments. Any other RedHat-
based Linux could be used as well, such as RHEL, CentOS, or Amazon Linux AMI. 
3.5 Ansible 
Ansible is an IT automation engine used for automation, cloud provisioning, configu-
ration management, application deployment among other things. There are no limi-
tations from Ansible regarding what can be automated. The engine connects to the 
user’s nodes and then pushes out small programs, called "Ansible modules", to them. 
These Ansible modules are written to be resource models of the desired state of the 
system. The engine then executes these modules over SSH by default and removes 
them when finished. The library of modules can reside on any machine. The user will 
typically work with the terminal program of their choice, a text editor, and a version 
control system for tracking the changes to their content. A compatible Ansible ver-
sion is required on the machine. (How Ansible Works n.d.). 
Ansible was chosen as the automation tool for this project as it was already in use at 
Qvantel and it was found suitable for this project. Ansible is a very popular tool 
among developers as seen in Figure 8. All the configuration and customization to the 
components are carried out in the Ansible playbooks and configuration files, so the 
whole deployment is automated. 
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Figure 8. Ansible popularity (Liu 2019c) 
 
3.6 Ansible Playbooks 
All the deployments are carried out with Ansible playbooks. A collection of playbooks 
is used to deploy specific nodes. Each component has its own installation playbook, 
and those playbooks are then included into a larger playbook, which is used to install 
the node itself. 
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Figure 9 displays what a playbook can look like; in this example Dnsmasq is installed 
and some configuration is done, such as adding node.consul to search domains. All 
the variables are pulled from environment files, where they can be defined and man-
aged without modifying the playbooks themselves.
 
Figure 9. Example Ansible playbook 
 
3.7 Docker 
Docker is used to create, deploy, and run applications by using containers. These con-
tainers allow a developer to package up an application with all the necessary parts, 
for example libraries and other dependencies, and ship them all out as one package. 
By using the container, the application will be able to run on any other Linux machine 
that has Docker installed, regardless of any customized setting differences between 
users. Docker engine structure is described at a high level in Figure 10. (What is 
Docker? N.d) 
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Figure 10. Docker engine (Docker overview, n.d.) 
 
Most components that are used in this project are running in containers. This pro-
vides easy upgradeability, maintenance and scalability. The components that are not 
in containers are recommended that they should not be ran in Docker containers. 
One of the reasons why Docker is used in this project is its global popularity and de-
mand as illustrated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Docker demand (Liu 2019b) 
 
3.8 Elasticsearch 
Elasticsearch is a distributed document store that uses a data structure called an in-
verted index. An inverted index supports fast full-text searches, and it can identify all 
the documents a certain word occurs in. This is possible due to the inverted index 
listing every unique word appearing in any document, while also identifying all the 
documents each word occurs in. Elasticsearch stores complex data structures serial-
ized as JSON documents, instead of storing the information as rows of columnar 
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data. Elasticsearch has a REST API that can be used to manage the cluster and its set-
tings, as well as searching and indexing data. (Data in: documents and indices n.d.) 
Elasticsearch can also be schema-less, meaning that indexing documents is possible 
without individually specifying how to handle each of the fields occurring in a docu-
ment. Dynamic mapping allows Elasticsearch to automatically detect and add new 
fields to the index. (Data in: documents and indices n.d.) 
It is possible to add nodes to a cluster to increase its capacity. Elasticsearch will auto-
matically distribute the user’s data and query load across all the available nodes. The 
data is stored in shards, and a shard is a standalone Lucene instance. Each document 
in an index belongs to one primary shard. In addition to primary shards, Elasticsearch 
also has replica shards, which are copies of the primary shards. These replicas pro-
vide redundant copies of the user’s data to protect against hardware failure. They 
also increase the cluster’s capacity to serve read requests, such as searching or re-
trieving documents. (Scalability and resilience: clusters, nodes, and shards n.d.) 
All the logs collected in this thesis are stored in Elasticsearch. They are indexed into 
daily indices and separated to audit logs and application logs. Elasticsearch was in the 
top 3 of most wanted database skills among developers in 2019, as can be seen in 
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Figure 12.
 
Figure 12. Elasticsearch popularity (Liu 2019a) 
 
3.9 Filebeat and Auditbeat 
The official documentation describes Filebeat as “a lightweight log shipper for for-
warding and centralizing log data”. It is installed as an agent on the user’s server, and 
then it monitors the specified log files or locations, forwarding the data either to 
Elasticsearch or Logstash for indexing. (Filebeat overview n.d.) 
Auditbeat is a similar lightweight log shipper that can be installed on servers to audit 
the system users’ activities and system processes. Potential use cases include detect-
ing changes to critical files, such as binaries and configuration files, as well as identi-
fying potential security policy violations. (Auditbeat overview n.d.) 
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Filebeat and Auditbeat are used for this thesis as the log prospectors. They are the 
only components not running in containers apart from Docker and Mesos-slaves. 
Filebeat is assigned specific folders to prospect logs, and applications are configured 
to send the logs to that specific folder. The logs prospected are then sent to Logstash 
for filtering and formatting. Auditbeat is used for collecting audit logs, which are then 
also sent to Logstash for filtering and formatting. 
3.10 Kibana 
Kibana is an open-source software used for analytics and visualization, which can be 
used to explore data stored in Elasticsearch. It is designed to only use Elasticsearch as 
its data source. Kibana allows the user to manage the Elastic Stack, for example by 
managing security settings or assign user roles. (Kibana – your window to Elastic 
Stack n.d.) 
Kibana provides a user-friendly interface, where the logs can be easily accessed and 
searched. Different indices can be selected, in this case Auditbeat and Filebeat have 
separate indices and those can then be filtered further with different queries. Graphs 
and other kinds of visualizations can be created to visualize the incoming log data. In 
this project, Kibana is used as the main tool for the end user. Developers and opera-
tional specialists can inspect the logs easily from Kibana. 
3.11 Logstash 
The official documentation defines Logstash as “an open source data collection en-
gine with real-time pipelining capabilities”. It enables the user to enrich and trans-
form events with different inputs, filters and output plugins. Grok is the cornerstone 
of Logstash filters, and it is the most commonly used Logstash filter for deriving 
structure out of raw data. (Logstash Introduction n.d.) 
Logstash takes in the logs sent from Filebeat and Auditbeat. It then checks for the tag 
that the line of log has and mutates it accordingly. Filebeat is currently sending JSON-
type logs, so Logstash is configured to deal with those. 
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3.12 Marathon 
Marathon is a container orchestration platform used with Mesosphere’s Datacenter 
Operating System (DC/OS) and Apache Mesos. In this project, it is used in tandem 
with Apache Mesos and not with DC/OS. (Marathon: A container orchestration plat-
form for Mesos and DC/OS. n.d.) 
The container that we are collecting the logs from is deployed from the Marathon 
user interface. Marathon is used for Docker container orchestration and configura-
tion management. The instances are also upscaled and downscaled from the Mara-
thon user interface in this project. In production use, all of these changes will be 
made through the Marathon API. 
3.13 Mesos 
Apache Mesos is a distributed systems kernel providing applications with API’s for 
managing and scheduling resources. This can be done across entire datacenters and 
cloud environments. According to Apache Mesos’ website, it also “abstracts CPU, 
memory, storage, and other compute resources away from machines (physical or vir-
tual), enabling fault-tolerant and elastic distributed systems to easily be built and run 
effectively”. The inner workings of Mesos can be seen in Figure 13. (Apache Mesos  
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n.d.) 
 
Figure 13. Mesos components  
 
Mesos takes the payloads from Marathon and assigns them to nodes that have re-
sources available on them. The application nodes have Mesos-slaves installed, and 
they will run the Docker containers assigned by Marathon. 
3.14 Apache ZooKeeper 
ZooKeeper is a centralized service for maintaining configuration information, naming, 
providing distributed synchronization, and providing group services. All of these 
kinds of services are used in some form or another by distributed applications. 
Apache ZooKeeper is used in this thesis for the leader election of the Mesos and 
Marathon masters. (Welcome to Apache ZooKeeper™. n.d.) 
3.15 Consul and Registrator 
Consul is used for service discovery, which allows the use of hostnames instead of 
static IP-addresses, e.g. elasticsearch.service.consul. This makes the platform more 
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flexible and decreases the amount of changes that one would have to do to the con-
figuration, if the environment configuration would change. (Consul. n.d.) 
Registrator is provided by Gliderlabs and is used to register and deregister contain-
ers. Registrator scans for the containers and automatically registers or deregisters 
them from Consul. It is a Docker container running on all nodes in the project envi-
ronment. 
4 Development and automation 
4.1 Overview 
The main requirement for this project was to collect application logs from Docker 
containers and audit logs from the operating system. Due to that, the development 
began with becoming familiar with the software stack that Qvantel already had in 
use for their logging purposes. The first order of business was to get a high-level un-
derstanding of the software stack that was going to be used in this project.  
As a fully automated installation of the entire solution using Ansible was a require-
ment set by the stakeholders, knowledge of Ansible was essential since it was the 
tool used to configure and deploy all the components. Fortunately, Ansible had great 
documentation that helped significantly when going through the playbooks and ini-
tial architecture. Qvantel already had some Ansible playbooks written, so they were 
used as a template when creating playbooks for the logging components. 
Knowledge of Docker was the second essential technology that the author had to fa-
miliarize himself with, although he already had previous experience with Docker 
from Wimma Lab, a summer program organized by JAMK University of Applied Sci-
ences. The main workload in this project consisted of configuring mount points, mod-
ifying configuration files. modifying Ansible playbooks, Ansible configuration tem-
plates and environment variables. 
General knowledge of all current and future environments was also crucial in this 
project, as the configuration of all the components varied depending on the environ-
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ment. For example, the file paths of the logs may vary from one environment to an-
other. Testing also had to be carried out against multiple different operating systems 
and kernel versions to ensure compatibility across all customers. 
Lastly and most importantly, the author had to familiarize himself with the Elastic 
Stack and the inner working of each of the components included in the stack. Audit-
beat and Filebeat configurations are mostly default configurations that were recom-
mended by Elastic, with some changes to the file paths and such. 
Consul, Zookeeper, Mesos and Marathon are used for orchestrating the log creation 
Docker container; therefore, only very basic knowledge of them was required for this 
specific project. Installation and configuration were carried out with readymade Ansi-
ble playbooks, with slight configuration changes such as configuring the correct IP 
addresses and file paths. 
As one of the requirements were that important configuration must be modifiable 
with environment files or automatically generated, all relevant configurations would 
have to be modifiable with variables for ease of use purposes. The plan was to de-
velop a fully automated logging system that can be deployed to customer environ-
ments. Previously the logging system was not containerized; hence Elasticsearch, 
Logstash and Kibana installations were modified to support Docker containers. 
4.2 Configuration management 
All the configuration such as Ansible playbooks and configuration file templates were 
stored in Qvantel’s version control repository. Git was used to keep all the configura-
tions up to date with the latest changes. All the software images, container images 
and operating system images were found in Qvantel’s internal repository manager.  
4.3 Playbook configurations 
All the nodes had Docker, Beats, Registrator and Consul installed on them. Those ser-
vices were needed for any of the components to function as intended. 
First, the orchestration nodes were installed to add the supporting services that the 
other nodes need, such as service discovery from Consul. The orchestration nodes 
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contain all the master-role containers used in this project: Marathon, Consul, 
Zookeeper and Mesos. The playbook that was used to deploy the nodes can be seen 
in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14. Orchestration node installation playbook 
 
After the orchestration nodes were installed, the nodes that the applications would 
run on were installed. The application nodes contain all the slave-role nodes used in 
this project: Consul and Mesos. The playbook that was ran can be seen in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15. Application node installation playbook 
 
Finally, the logging node was installed. The playbook that was run can be seen in Fig-
ure 16. The Elastic Stack was installed on this node to collect the logs, filter and for-
mat them in Logstash and visualize them in Kibana. 
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Figure 16. Logging node installation playbook 
 
4.4 Component configurations 
No manual changes were made to these files; the files were created by the Ansible 
playbooks and the values were placed from the environment files.  
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The most crucial components for this project were included in the Elastic Stack. 
Those configurations will be inspected more closely in the next sections. 
4.4.1 Auditbeat 
Auditbeat is using only a single configuration file in this setup, found at /etc/audit-
beat/auditbeat.yml. The most important part of this configuration can be seen in Fig-
ures 17-19, where the different Auditbeat modules are configured. The modules de-
termine what logs are collected from the operating system. In this case, the Auditd 
and file_integrity modules are enabled. The different file paths and syscall audits are 
defined in these modules. 
 
Figure 17. Auditbeat Auditd module 
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Figure 18. Auditbeat Auditd module continued 
 
 
Figure 19. Auditbeat file_integrity module 
 
4.4.2 Filebeat 
Filebeat has two different configuration file locations defined for it in this setup. The 
prospectors and the main configuration file. The prospectors can be found in 
/etc/filebeat/prospectors/. Those files contain the file paths that Filebeat monitors 
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and the tags needed for Logstash filtering. In the filebeat.yml the filebeat is config-
ured to send all logs to the Logstash host, as can be seen in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20. Filebeat Logstash output 
 
4.4.3 Logstash 
Logstash is configured to receive events from Beats, which is shown in Figure 21.  
The default Logstash port is 5044. 
 
Figure 20. Logstash input 
 
In the filter section, there are three different filter options based on the tag that the 
event has: “container”, “mesos” and “nginx”. All these logs have different formats, so 
they are parsed differently. In this project, there are no Nginx logs included; hence,  
that filter is not used. If the log does not match any of those tags, the event is 
dropped. The filter is shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 21. Logstash filters 
 
The output is configured to send the data to Elasticsearch, as shown in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 22. Elasticsearch output 
 
The Elasticsearch IP is automatically generated from the Ansible environment file. 
The index is defined by the metadata and Beat. The version number of the Beat and 
the current date are included in the index name, which in practice means that the 
daily indices are created for Auditbeat and Filebeat. 
4.4.4 Elasticsearch 
The Elasticsearch configuration is rather simple, as most of the configuration needed 
is done already in the Beats and Logstash. In the Elasticsearch configuration, the 
node name is defined, the IP that is published is defined and the logging level is de-
fined. All these configurations can be seen in Figure 24. 
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Figure 23. Elasticsearch configuration 
 
4.4.5 Kibana 
In the Kibana configuration, the server name, Elasticsearch’s URL and the logging 
level are defined. The configuration is shown in Figure 25. The user can choose to 
make their own settings such as saved queries and filters from the UI.  
 
Figure 24. Kibana configuration 
 
5 Implementation 
5.1 Virtual machine creation 
The virtual machines were created using Virsh. The Virsh is installed on a hypervisor, 
which has resources available for virtual machines. The machines were installed us-
ing a readymade script located on the hypervisor. In Figure 26 the list of virtual ma-
chines deployed can be seen.  
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Figure 25. List of VMs 
 
5.2 Environment 
The so-called launch machine where the Ansible playbooks were deployed from was 
the author’s MacBook, provided by Qvantel. The prerequisites for running the play-
books were installing Ansible and Sshpass. Ansible is used for deploying the play-
books, and to deploy over SSH Sshpass needs to be installed. There was an issue with 
the default Sshpass installation, so a workaround was implemented as can be seen in 
Figures 28-29. The installation was carried out with brew, which is a packet manager 
for MacOS, as can be seen in Figures 27-29. 
 
Figure 26. Ansible installation 
 
 
Figure 27. Sshpass installation issue 
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Figure 28. Sshpass installation workaround 
 
The environment consists of five virtual machines, all with identical resource configu-
rations. Each of the nodes had 9.8GB of storage allocated to them, shown in Figure 
30. 
 
Figure 29. Storage allocation 
 
Each node had 9.5GB of RAM allocated to them, shown in Figure 31. 
 
Figure 30. RAM allocation 
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And two virtual processing cores, as shown in Figure 32. 
 
Figure 31. vCPU allocation 
 
All nodes are running Oracle Linux 7.8, with kernel version 4.1.12-
124.37.1.el7uek.x86_64, as can be seen in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 32. Kernel version and operating system version 
 
In the project environment, there were two orchestration nodes, which act as the co-
ordinating nodes. The server deployments were identical, with both running Mara-
thon, Mesos-master, Zookeeper, Registrator and Consul-Server. All these compo-
nents were in Docker containers, as can be seen in Figure 34. A truncated log of the 
Ansible playbook run is presented in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 33. Docker containers running on orchestration nodes 
 
Two of the five machines were dedicated as application nodes, which are responsible 
for running the payloads Marathon assigns. As was the case with the orchestration 
nodes, the deployments between these two nodes were also identical. In Figure 35 it 
can be seen that the payload from Marathon has been assigned to this specific node 
as it does have a Mesos-slave running on it (Figure 36). Looking at the other node in 
Figure 37, it can be seen that it does not currently have any provisioned containers 
running on it. A truncated log of the Ansible playbook run is presented in Appendix 2. 
 
Figure 34. Orchestrated container "trump" 
 
 
Figure 35. Mesos-slave running on the node  
 
 
 
Figure 36. No orchestrated containers running 
As for the last node, all the logging related components were deployed there. Elas-
ticsearch, Logstash and Kibana are running on this node (Figure 38). As can be seen, 
Kibana has an exposed port; 5601. One can access the Kibana user interface from 
that port and browse the logs (Figure 39). Elasticsearch can be accessed from port 
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9200, but only returns basic information about the database (Figure 40). A truncated 
log of the Ansible playbook run is presented in Appendix 3. 
 
Figure 37. Logging components running 
 
 
 
Figure 38. Kibana UI and logs 
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Figure 39. Elasticsearch cluster information 
 
5.3 Log Sources 
Docker containers running on top of Mesos/Marathon produce logs by default to 
stdout and stderr. In this project, a dummy container was used that had the sole pur-
pose of producing log events, called trump. It would randomly generate a log event 
which contained a random message from Donald Trump’s twitter account. The con-
figuration assigned to it from Marathon can be seen in Figure 41. 
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Figure 40. "Trump" container configuration 
 
5.4 Collection of the logs 
The main focus of this project was to collect the logs from the orchestrated applica-
tions, in this case “trump”. These logs are collected from /var/lib/Mesos/slaves/*/ex-
ecutors/*/runs/latest/* on application nodes by Filebeat. Each container has its 
unique ID included in the path of the log file. The Filebeat configuration takes this 
into account by using wildcards(*). Some metadata is also added to the event, which 
then directs it to the correct Logstash pipeline. 
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Logs were also collected from audit events, all the different components of the log-
ging system and operating system events. These are also useful for debugging pur-
poses, but they were not the main focus of this project. 
5.5 Testing 
Automated testing was off scoped for this project; hence only manual testing was 
carried out. After the installation, all nodes were checked for errors and all user in-
terfaces were checked for error messages as well. 
The logs from specific Docker containers were also checked to reveal underlying is-
sues that could possibly occur. Systemctl-commands to Docker, Mesos, Auditbeat 
and Filebeat were also run done to make sure they were working as intended. 
5.6 Searching logs from Kibana 
Kibana uses KQL, Kibana Query Language for searching information from Elas-
ticsearch. The most common use for Kibana is searching for log traces about issues 
that might have occurred during testing. For this kind of purpose, using single terms 
is enough to find the relevant information. Figure 42 shows many times Trump has 
mentioned “Wall” in his tweets in the past 15 minutes. Kibana highlights the queried 
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terms and provides a graph showing the occurrences in a specified time period.
 
Figure 41. Wall mentions 
 
6 Results 
The goal for the thesis was to create and implement an automated logging system, 
which would be included in the platform provided by Qvantel. The goal was achieved 
by creating Dockerized versions of the main Elastic Stack components and automat-
ing their installations via Ansible playbooks. The components were fully configurable 
via the Ansible environment files, so the installation to practically any environment 
was possible. The environment used for testing purposes also served as a demonstra-
tion environment, which showcased the behavior from the components, and they 
were accepted. The logs were coming through from the demo application, and the 
data was stored successfully in the correct format in Elasticsearch. Audit logs from 
the operating systems were also found in Elasticsearch. It was concluded that the so-
lution was working and functional enough so that it can be delivered as a part of 
Qvantel’s platform.  
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7 Conclusions 
To summarize the results of this project: it was accepted as a part of Qvantel’s plat-
form, and it met all the requirements presented and set by the stakeholders at the 
time. The solution that was developed is currently used in over 90 different customer 
environments across the world.  
Some of the software components used in this project are out of date, such as the 
Elastic Stack. The components used in this project are using version 6.2.3, whereas 
the latest version is 7.6.0. After the initial project was finished, more development 
towards a more self-maintaining solution has been done. Changes were made while 
moving from the open source version of the Elastic Stack, to the Basic version of the 
stack. Some of these changes include: Automatic index lifecycle management, index 
templating, improving the Logstash filtering to provide metrics for monitoring, col-
lecting more audit events, version upgrades to 7.1.0 and other minor changes.  
No research was done towards other solutions that could be used for similar pur-
poses, as Qvantel had already committed to using the software provided by Elastic. 
Other logging solutions that could have been used include Sentry, which is a platform 
for managing errors from your apps and software, through logs. With the Elastic 
Stack being free to use with the Basic license, its usage was easily justifiable. 
The development with this solution will most likely never end, as new features are 
often being released, and customer needs increase the longer such systems like this 
are in place. The development has continued from the moment this project ended 
until this day. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Truncated log of the Ansible playbook run of orchestration 
node installation 
QFINM234:thesis lmoilanen$ Ansible-playbook -u lmoilanen  -i in-
ventory/hosts -k orchestration.yml 
SSH password: 
==================================================================
============= 
Docker-consul : Install dnsmasq ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 26.73s 
Docker-Mesos : start Mesos-master --------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 11.82s 
Docker-consul : Enable firewall rules for service ----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.93s 
Docker-consul : Apply firewalld service configuration file -------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.76s 
Docker : Create Docker networks ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.46s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.40s 
Docker : Create Docker networks ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.35s 
Docker-Marathon : start Marathon ---------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.34s 
beats : enable and start beats -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 2.23s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.97s 
Docker : Install Docker python library ---------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.88s 
Docker-consul : apply consul configuration -----------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.79s 
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ensure firewalld is installed ------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.77s 
Docker-consul : start consul server ------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.77s 
Docker-zookeeper : Apply Zookeeper configuration -----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.76s 
Docker : Install Docker python library ---------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.75s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply Mesos configuration -------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.74s 
beats : auditbeat configuration ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.74s 
Docker : Uninstall Docker ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.74s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply firewalld service configuration file --------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------- 1.72s 
Appendix 2. Truncated log of the application node installation 
QFINM234:thesis lmoilanen$ Ansible-playbook -u lmoilanen  -i in-
ventory/hosts -k application.yml 
 
PLAY RECAP * 
cp09.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=1    changed=0    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp11.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=1    changed=0    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp13.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=63   changed=2    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=9    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp15.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=62   changed=2    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=9    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp16.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=1    changed=0    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0 
 
Saturday 11 April 2020  17:52:40 +0300 (0:00:00.477)       
0:01:58.165 ******** 
==================================================================
============= 
Docker-consul : Install dnsmasq ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 20.60s 
Docker : Apply Docker systemd overrides --------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 3.35s 
Docker-consul : Enable firewall rules for service ----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.89s 
Docker : Create Docker networks ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.66s 
Docker-consul : Apply firewalld service configuration file -------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.65s 
Docker : Start Docker --------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.22s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.21s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.06s 
beats : enable and start beats -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.02s 
Docker-Mesos : Install Mesos -------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.92s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply firewalld service configuration file --------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.91s 
Docker : Install Docker python library ---------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.86s 
Docker-consul : consul agent ip in file --------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.76s 
Docker-consul : apply consul configuration -----------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.75s 
Docker-consul : start consul agent -------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.74s 
beats : auditbeat configuration ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.74s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply Zookeeper configuration ---------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.72s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply Mesos environment variables -----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.71s 
Docker-Mesos : Apply Mesos modules configuration -----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.71s 
beats : Install Auditbeat ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.71s 
 
Appendix 3. Truncated log of the log node installation 
QFINM234:thesis lmoilanen$ Ansible-playbook -u lmoilanen  -i in-
ventory/hosts -k log.yml 
 
PLAY RECAP * 
cp09.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=1    changed=0    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp11.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=1    changed=0    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=0    rescued=0    ignored=0 
cp16.lab.qvantel.net       : ok=72   changed=2    unreachable=0    
failed=0    skipped=11   rescued=0    ignored=0 
 
Saturday 11 April 2020  17:50:05 +0300 (0:00:00.476)       
0:02:01.260 ******** 
==================================================================
============= 
Docker-consul : Install dnsmasq ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- 19.25s 
Docker-consul : Enable firewall rules for service ----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.80s 
Docker-consul : Apply firewalld service configuration file -------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.66s 
Docker : Create Docker networks ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.47s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.28s 
beats : enable and start beats -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 2.08s 
Docker-kibana : Apply firewalld service configuration file -------
------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.94s 
Gathering Facts --------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.82s 
Docker : Install Docker python library ---------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.78s 
Docker-kibana : Enable firewall rules for service ----------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.78s 
Docker-elasticsearch : Apply Elasticsearch configuration ---------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.74s 
Docker-elasticsearch : Apply firewalld service configuration file 
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.74s 
Docker-kibana : create configuration -----------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.72s 
Docker-logstash : Apply firewalld service configuration file -----
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.66s 
beats : filebeat for Mesos stderr --------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.64s 
Docker-consul : start consul agent -------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.63s 
ensure firewalld is installed ------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.63s 
beats : filebeat for containers ----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.62s 
Docker-logstash : Apply Logstash pipeline config files -----------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.61s 
Docker-consul : apply consul configuration -----------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 1.61s 
QFINM234:thesis lmoilanen$ 
 
 
